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The Challenge

As a healthcare software company with one of the largest patient databases 

in the world, Phil Morris and his team are part of a truly global healthcare 

ecosystem. They interact with many federal agencies, as well as internal and 

external customers and partners. As the Director, Enterprise Security Risk 

Governance Team, Phil places great importance on having a trusted security 

partner who can understand the nuances of their business and the value of  

the data they hold.

On a mission to help providers and patients get better healthcare outcomes, 

the main reasons Phil first began working with NetSPI were for compliance and 

operational security. Beginning with penetration tests, they have also engaged 

NetSPI’s Breach & Attack Simulation services.

Why Phil Morris Selected and Continues to Work 

with NetSPI

1. Phil and NetSPI function as a team: “My program manager, account 

executive, the testers, senior management – we all understand the mission  

of what we’re trying to do,” Phil shared. He finds the NetSPI team to be 

flexible and willing to easily adjust to his organization’s changing priorities.

2. Timely information and quick remediation: With NetSPI’s Resolve platform, 

Phil is immediately informed of any high-risk vulnerabilities that pop up.  

With the remediation steps NetSPI provides, Phil and his team can quickly 

address any potential issues.

3. Process improvement: Phil views NetSPI’s Breach and Attack Simulation as 

a tool that aids his organization’s security goals.  He explained, “I find those 

[Breach and Attack Simulations] really, really good because they help us to 

get smarter at what we’re doing, and they help us to improve.”
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The brain trust behind 

the NetSPI subject matter 

experts – the testers, the 

program management 

team, the support team, 

the innovation team 

– they’re working to 

make real value in the 

process itself so that I 

can talk about risk from 

a risk management 

perspective, not just from a 

vulnerabilities perspective. 

I don’t see that in a lot of 

other vendors.

Phil Morris

Director, Enterprise Security Risk 
Governance Team at a Global 
Healthcare Software Company

https://www.netspi.com/penetration-testing-services/
https://www.netspi.com/security-testing/breach-and-attack-simulation/


Considering Working with NetSPI?  
Here’s What Phil Would Tell You:

“[NetSPI] helps me connect the dots, so we can describe [to our stakeholders] 

that it’s not just about our vulnerabilities, but how those vulnerabilities are  

going to or could impact the business and what we can do to address the  

risk going forward.

The NetSPI team is always looking at ways to innovate and answer really  

tough questions.”
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About NetSPI

NetSPI is the leader in enterprise 

penetration testing and 

attack surface management. 

Today, NetSPI offers the most 

comprehensive suite of offensive 

security solutions – penetration 

testing as a service, attack surface 

management, and breach and 

attack simulation. Through a  

combination of technology 

innovation and human ingenuity 

NetSPI helps organizations 

discover, prioritize, and remediate 

security vulnerabilities. For over 

20 years, its global cybersecurity 

experts have been committed 

to securing the world’s most 

prominent organizations, including 

nine of the top 10 U.S. banks, 

four of the top five leading global 

cloud providers, four of the five 

largest healthcare companies, 

three FAANG companies, seven 

of the top 10 U.S. retailers 

and e-commerce companies, and 

50 percent of the Fortune® 50.  

NetSPI is headquartered in 

Minneapolis, MN, with global 

offices across the U.S., Canada, 

the UK, and India.

Make your job easier with PTaaS.  
Improve your vulnerability management,  
achieve pentester efficiencies,  
leverage security automation,  
measure your risk, scale your  
security program, and manage  
your attack surface. All of  
this, and more, consolidated  
and simplified into one  
single platform.

Elevate Your Penetration 
Testing Program.

Learn more at www.NetSPI.com
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